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mAc NGm~M KHAcH QUAN ( 5.5 pts ) (I, II, III)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PART I. LISTENING CO~PREBE~SI9~
: ( 2 {lts)
,
,
(Thi sinh nghe 02 doan ghi am moi doan 02 Ian. Bat aiiu va ket thuc phdn nghe aeu co nhac. CD
ali duoc ghi ail s6 Ian, gidm thi mil may cho chay tir aau tm cu6i khtmg can Ira lid. Giiia cac
doan co khoang im I(mg ai thi sinh lam bai)

Listen to the talk two times, then choose the best option ( A, B, C, or D) to answer
each of the questions from 1 to 4: (1.0 pt )
Question 1. How many bags should each group take?
A. all
B. 3
C. 4
D. 5
Question 2. Which group to check among the rocks?
A. one
B. two
C. three
D. everyone
Question 3. Mrs Smith will
.
A. collect all the bags
B. take them to the garbage dump
C. give a picnic lunch
D. help everyone with a map
Question 4. Mr Brown is disappointed about
.
A. not eating until the area is clean
B. not fmding group's places
C. people having spoiled the area
D. having to do something about the pollution

Listen to the talk two times, then fill in the blanks with the missing wordsfor the
questionsfrom 5 to 8 (1.0 pt)
Are you looking for a cheap, clean, effective source of power that doesn't cause
pollution or ••••••(5).••... natural resources? Look no further than solar energy
from our sun. At present, ••••••(6) •••••• of our electricity comes from the use of
coal, gas, oil or nuclear power. This power could be provided by the sun. One percent
of the solar energy that reaches the Earth is enough to provide power for the
••••••(7) ••.••• population. Many countries are already using solar energy. Solar
panels are placed on the roof of a house and the Sun's energy is used to heat water.
The energy can be ••••••(8) •••••. for a number of days, so on cloudy days you
can use solar energy too.
PART II. GRAMMAR & VOCABULARY:

( 1.5 pts )
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Choose the best option ( A, B, C, or D ) to complete each of the following questions
from 9 to 14:
Question 9. The train
the station 20 minutes late.
A. arrived at
B. looked after
C. turned off
D. went on
Question 10. Miss another class
you will fail.
A. and
B. but
C. or
D. so
Question 11. Ba ate a lot of food
he was very hungry.
A. although
B. because
C. so
D. therefore
Question 12. In 1995, a huge earthquake
the city of Kobe in Japan.
A. came
B. fought
C. happened
D. struck
Question 13. Ifwe go on littering, the environment
.
A. becomes seriously polluting
B. will become seriously polluted
C. become seriously polluted
D. will become seriously polluting
Question 14. I am disappointed
you .earlier.
A. about not phoning
B. that I didn't phone
C. with I didn't phone
D. that I wouldn't phone
PART III. READING COMPREHENSION: (2 pts)
Pick out ONE best option ( A, B, C, or D ) to fill in each of the numbered blanks
from 15 to 18 completing the meaning of the passage: ( 1.0 pt)
UFOs are strange flying objects that some people report they have seen in the sky and
believed to be •.•••••(15)•..•••• from another planet. Many scientists do not believe so.
They say that if people see a UFO, it might be an aircraft, a weather balloon or a
meteor. However, there is still evidence for people to believe in the •••••••(16)•.••.•• of
UFOs.
In 1952, there were more than 1,500 UFO sightings around the world.
In 1954, a woman and her children believed they saw a UFO above their house. The
woman said she saw two aliens in the spacecraft.
In 1964, a farmer claimed he saw an egg-shaped object in one of his fields and also
aliens collecting soil samples.
In 1971, two men claimed they were captured by aliens and taken •••••••(17).••.•.• a
spacecraft. After being examined by the aliens, the men were freed.
In 1978, a young pilot and his plane disappeared after sighting a UFO. In 1981,
Renato Nicolai, who was living in the south east of France, reported that he saw a
..••••.(18)....... device or a flying disc at a treetop 30 meters away from his garden.
Question
Question
Question
Question

15. A. aliens
16. A. attack
17. A. aboard
18. A. bottle-like

B. guests
B. birth '.
B. abroad
B. human-like

C. spacecraft
C. existence
C. across
C. plate-like

D. tourists
D. success
D. along
D. whale-like
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Read the 4 texts about celebrations, then pick out ONE best option ( A, B, C, or D)
to answer each of the questions/rom 19 to 22: (1.0 pt)
When a tropical storm reaches 120 kilometers per hour, it is called a hurricane
in North and South America, a cyclone in Australia, and a typhoon in Asia. The word
"typhoon" comes from Chinese: tai means "big" and/eng means "wind", so the word
"typhoon" means "big wind".
It was a beautiful day. The sun shone brightly. The sky was blue and the
weather was perfect. Lan was outside playing with her dog Skippy. All of a sudden
the dog behaved strangely. She kept running around in circles. Lan ran home with her
dog to tell her mother what Skippy had done. Lan's mother - Mrs Quyen- told Lan
that she heard on TV there was a typhoon coming.
Mrs Quyen gathered her family and told them to find shelter in the home.
Suddenly the sky became very dark and the storm came with strong winds and heavy
rain. Mrs Quyen and her family were scared but soon the storm fmished. Everyone
was glad. What a clever dog Skippy is! She saved Lan from being caught in a
typhoon.
Question 19. What is the best title for the passage?
A. Pet animals
B. A natural disaster
C. A happy family
D. A beautiful day
Question 20. Skippy is the name of ....
A. the girl
B. the mother
C. the dog
D. the storm
Question 21. Before the storm came, the people had been warned well in advance
by...
A. a big wind that reaches 120 kilometers per hour
B. fme weather with blue sky and bright sunshine
c. the dog's strange behaviors
D. circles running around in the sky above
Question 22. The family were helped to prevent the harm of the storm by
.
A. hiding under covers in the home B. gathering and talking over night
C. watching weather forecast on TV and doing nothing
D. giving good comments on Skippy

TVLU~ (2.5 pts) (IV, V)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PART IV. GRAMMAR (1.0 pt)
Complete each of the sentences from 23 to 26 so that it has exactly the same
meaning as the original one. Begin with the words given.
Question 23. She is a good English speaker.

She speaks

.
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Question 24. The great Italian explorer was Christopher Columbus. He
discovered America.
The

..........................

who

..

.

Question 25. I suggest organizing a show to raise money.
I suggest that
.
Question 26. Keep your neighborhood clean and you will have an ideal place to
live.
If you

.

PART V. WRITING ( 1.5 pts )
27. Write an exposition of 100-150 words to say how we can save paper and energy.
Use these prompts:
_have a separate wastebasket for wastepaper.
_keep sheets with single printed page for drafting
- turn off the lights
_prepare food carefully before turning on the stove
_keep refrigerator door closed
_______________________________________________
~1l ----------------------------------------------Thi sinh khong all!1c sil' dllng tid Ii?u. Gitlm thj khong giai thlch gi them.

HQva ten thi sinh:

se bao danh:

.
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mAc NG~M

KHACH QUAN ( 5.5 pts ) (I, II, III)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PART I. LISTENING CO~PREHE~SI9~
: ( 2 {Jts)
,
,
(Thi sinh nghe 02 doan ghi am moi doan 02 Ian. Blit aau va ket thuc phdn nghe aeu co nhac. CD
ali au(J'cghi au s8 Idn, gidm thi mo may cho chay tit adu toi cu8i khong cdn tra lui. Gifia cac
doan co khodng im lijng ai thi sinh lam bai)

Listen to the talk two times, then choose the best option ( A, B, C, or D) to answer
each of the questions from 1 to 4: (1.0 pt)
Question 1. How many bags should each group take?
A. all
B. 3
C. 4
D. 5
Question 2. Which group to check among the rocks?
A. one
B. two
C. three
D. everyone
Question 3. Mrs Smith will
.
A. collect all the bags
B. take them to the garbage dump
C. give a picnic lunch
D. help everyone with a map
Question 4. Mr Brown is disappointed about
.
A. not eating until the area is clean
B. not fmding group's places
C. people having spoiled the area
D. having to do something about the pollution

Listen to the talk two times, then fill in the blanks with the missing wordsfor the
questions from 5 to 8 (1.0 pt)
Are you looking for a cheap, clean, effective source of power that doesn't cause
pollution or ••••••(5) •••..• natural resources? Look no further than solar energy
from our sun. At present, ••••••(6) •••..• of our electricity comes from the use of
coal, gas, oil or nuclear power. This power could be provided by the sun. One percent
of the solar energy that reaches the Earth is enough to provide power for the
••••.•(7) •.••.• population. Many countries are already using solar energy. Solar
panels are placed on the roof of a house and the Sun's energy is used to heat water.
The energy can be ••••••(8) •••.•• for a number of days, so on cloudy days you
can use solar energy too.
PART II. GRAMMAR & VOCABULARY:

( 1.5 pts )
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Choose the best option ( A, B, C, or D) to complete each of the following questions
from 9 to 14:
Question 9. I am disappointed
you earlier.
A. about not phoning
B. that I didn't phone
C. with I didn't phone
D. that I wouldn't phone
Question 10. The train
the station 20 minutes late.
A. arrived at
B. looked after
C. turned off
D. went on
Question 11. Miss another class
you will fail.
A. and
B. but
C. or
D. so
Question 12. Ba ate a lot of food
he was very hungry.
A. although
B. because
C. so
D. therefore
Question 13. In 1995, a huge earthquake
the city of Kobe in Japan.
A. came
B. fought
C. happened
D. struck
Question 14. If we go on littering, the environment
.
A. becomes seriously polluting
B. will become seriously polluted
C. become seriously polluted
D. will become seriously polluting
PART III. READING COMPREHENSION:

(2 pts)

Pick out ONE best option ( A, B, C, or D ) to fill in each of the numbered
from 15 to 18 completing the meaning of the passage: ( 1.0 pt)

blanks

UFOs are strange flying objects that some people report they have seen in the sky and
believed to be •••••••(15)•.•••.• from another planet. Many scientists do not believe so.
They say that if people see a UFO, it might be an aircraft, a weather balloon or a
meteor. However, there is still evidence for people to believe in the ••••••.(16) ••••••• of
UFOs.
In 1952, there were more than 1,500 UFO sightings around the world.
In 1954, a woman and her children believed they saw a UFO above their house. The
woman said she saw two aliens in the spacecraft.
In 1964, a farmer claimed he saw an egg-shaped object in one of his fields and also
aliens collecting soil samples.
In 1971, two men claimed they were captured by aliens and taken •••••.•(17)....... a
spacecraft. After being examined by the aliens, the men were freed.
In 1978, a young pilot and his plane disappeared after sighting a UFO. In 1981,
Renato Nicolai, who was living in the south east of France, reported that he saw a
....... (18)....... device or a flying disc at a treetop 30 meters away from his garden.
Question
Question
Question
Question

15. A. spacecraft
16. A. attack
17. A. abroad
18. A. bottle-like

B. guests
B. birth
B. aboard
B. human-like

C.
C.
C.
C.

aliens
success
across
whale-like

D.
D.
D.
D.

tourists
existence
along
plate-like
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Read the 4 texts about celebrations, then pick out ONE best option ( A, B, C, or D)
to answer each of the questionsfrom 19 to 22: (1.0 pt)
When a tropical storm reaches 120 kilometers per hour, it is called a hurricane
in North and South America, a cyclone in Australia, and a typhoon in Asia. The word
"typhoon" comes from Chinese: tai means "big" and feng means "wind", so the word
"typhoon" means "big wind".
It was a beautiful day. The sun shone brightly. The sky was blue and the
weather was perfect. Lan was outside playing with her dog Skippy. All of a sudden
the dog behaved strangely. She kept running around in circles. Lan ran home with her
dog to tell her mother what Skippy had done. Lan's mother - Mrs Quyen- told Lan
that she heard on TV there was a typhoon coming.
Mrs Quyen gathered her family and told them to find shelter in the home.
Suddenly the sky became very dark and the storm came with strong winds and heavy
rain. Mrs Quyen and her family were scared but soon the storm finished. Everyone
was glad. What a clever dog Skippy is! She saved Lan from being caught in a
typhoon.

Question 19. What is the best title for the passage?
A. A natural disaster
B. Pet animals
C. A happy family
D. A beautiful day
Question 20. Skippy is the name of ....
A. the girl
B. the mother
C. the storm
D. the dog
Question 21. Before the storm came, the people had been warned well in advance
by ...
A. the dog's strange behaviors
B. fine weather with blue sky and bright sunshine
C. a big wind that reaches 120 kilometers per hour
D. circles running around in the sky above
Question 22. The family were helped to prevent the harm of the storm by
.
A. giving good comments on Skippy B. gathering and talking over night
C. watching weather forecast on TV and doing nothing
D. hiding under covers in the home
T 1/ LU;.\N' ( 2.5 pts ) (IV, V)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PART IV. GRAMMAR

( 1.0 pt)

Complete each of the sentences from 23 to 26 so that it has exactly the same
meaning as the original one. Begin with the words given.
Question 23. She is a good English speaker.
She speaks
.
Question 24. The great Italian explorer was Christopher Columbus. He
discovered America.
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Question 25. I suggest organizing a show to raise money.
I suggest that .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ..
Question 26. Keep your neighborhood clean and you will have an ideal place to
live.
If you
.

.......... ............................
...

PART V. WRITING ( 1.5 pts )
27. Write an exposition of 100-150 words to say how we can save paper and energy.
Use these prompts:
- have a separate wastebasket for wastepaper.
- keep sheets with single printed page for drafting
- tum off the lights
- prepare food carefully before turning on the stove
- keep refrigerator door closed
_______________________________________________
~1l ----------------------------------------------Thf sinh khong illl(lC sir d(lng tizi liiu. Giam thi khong giai thfch gi them.

HQ va ten thi sinh:

86 bao danh:

.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------KlIACH QUAN ( 5.5 pts ) (I, II, III)
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PART I. LISTENING CO~PREHE~SI~~
: ( 2 J?ts ),
,
(Thi sinh nghe 02 doan ghi am moi doan 02 ldn. Bat aau va ket thuc phdn nghe aeu co nhac. CD
ali aU(1cghi au s6 ldn, gidm thi mo may cho chay til aau tat cu6i khong can tra lui. Giiia cac
doan co khodng tm l(jng ai thi sinh lam bat)

Listen to the talk two times, then choose the best option ( A, B, C, or D) to answer
each of the questionsfrom 1 to 4: (1.0 pt)
Question 1. How many bags should each group take?
A. 3
B. 4
C. 5
D. all
Question 2. Which group to check among the rocks?
A. everyone
B. one
C. two
D. three
Question 3. Mrs Smith will
.
A. collect all the bags
B. take them to the garbage dump
C. help everyone with a map
D. give a picnic lunch
Question 4. Mr Brown is disappointed about
.
A. people having spoiled the area
B. not finding group's places
C. not eating until the area is clean
D. having to do something about the pollution

Listen to the talk two times, then fill in the blanks with the missing wordsfor the
questionsfrom 5 to 8 (1.0 pt)
Are you looking for a cheap, clean, effective source of power that doesn't cause
pollution or ••••••(5) •••••• natural resources? Look no further than solar energy
from our sun. At present, ••••••(6) •••••• of our electricity comes from the use of
coal, gas, oil or nuclear power. This power could be provided by the sun. One percent
of the solar energy that reaches the Earth is enough to provide power for the
••••••(7) •••••• population. Many countries are already using solar energy. Solar
panels are placed on the roof of a house and the Sun's energy is used to heat water.
The energy can be •••••. (8) •••••. for a number of days, so on cloudy days you
can use solar energy too.
PART II. GRAMMAR

& VOCABULARY:

( 1.5 pts)
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Choose the best option ( A, B, C, or D) to complete each of the following questions
from 9 to 14:
Question 9. If we go on littering, the environment
.
A. becomes seriously polluting
B. will become seriously polluting
C. become seriously polluted
D. will become seriously polluted
Question 10. The train
the station 20 minutes late.
A. arrived at
B. looked after
C. turned off
D. went on
Question 11. In 1995, a huge earthquake
the city of Kobe in Japan.
A. came
B. fought
C. happened
D. struck
Question 12. I am disappointed
you earlier.
A. about not phoning
B. that I didn't phone
C. with I didn't phone
D. that I wouldn't phone
Question 13. Ba ate a lot of food
he was very hungry.
A. although
B. because
C. so
D. therefore
Question 14. Miss another class
you will fail.
A. and
B. but
C. or
D. so
PART III. READING COMPREHENSION:

(2 pts)

Read the 4 texts about celebrations, then pick out ONE best option ( A, B, C, or D)
to answer each of the questions from 15 to 18: (1.0 pt)
When a tropical storm reaches 120 kilometers per hour, it is called a hurricane
in North and South America, a cyclone in Australia, and a typhoon in Asia. The word
"typhoon" comes from Chinese: tai means "big" and feng means "wind", so the word
"typhoon" means "big wind".
It was a beautiful day. The sun shone brightly. The sky was blue and the
weather was perfect. Lan was outside playing with her dog Skippy. All of a sudden
the dog behaved strangely. She kept running around in circles. Lan ran home with her
dog to tell her mother what Skippy had done. Lan's mother - Mrs Quyen- told Lan
that she heard on TV there was a typhoon coming.
Mrs Quyen gathered her family and told them to find shelter in the home.
Suddenly the sky became very dark and the storm came with strong winds and heavy
rain. Mrs Quyen and her family were scared but soon the storm fmished. Everyone
was glad. What a clever dog Skippy is! She saved Lan from being caught in a
typhoon.
Question 15. What is the best title for the passage?
A. A beautiful day
B. Pet animals
C. A happy family
D. A natural disaster
Question 16. Skippy is the name of ....
A. the dog
B. the mother
C. the storm
D. the girl
Question 17. Before the storm came, the people had been warned well in advance
by ...
Page 2 of4
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A. a big wind that reaches 120 kilometers per hour
B. fine weather with blue sky and bright sunshine
C. the dog's strange behaviors
D. circles running around in the sky above
Question 18. The family were helped to prevent the harm of the storm by
A. hiding under covers in the home
B. gathering and talking over night
C. watching weather forecast on TV and doing nothing
D. giving good comments on Skippy

.

Pick out ONE best option ( A, B, C, or D ) to fill in each of the numbered
from 19 to 22 completing the meaning of the passage: ( 1.0 pt)

blanks

UFOs are strange flying objects that some people report they have seen in the sky and
believed to be •••••••(19)••••••• from another planet. Many scientists do not believe so.
They say that if people see a UFO, it might be an aircraft, a weather balloon or a
meteor. However, there is still evidence for people to believe in the .••.••• (20)••.••.. of
UFOs.
In 1952, there were more than 1,500 UFO sightings around the world.
In 1954, a woman and her children believed they saw a UFO above their house. The
woman said she saw two aliens in the spacecraft.
In 1964, a farmer claimed he saw an egg-shaped object in one of his fields and also
aliens collecting soil samples.
In 1971, two men claimed they were captured by aliens and taken •••••••(21) ••••••• a
spacecraft. After being examined by the aliens, the men were freed.
In 1978, a young pilot and his plane disappeared after sighting a UFO. In 1981,
Renato Nicolai, who was living in the south east of France, reported that he saw a
...•.•. (22)....... device or a flying disc at a treetop 30 meters away from his garden.
Question
Question
Question
Question

19. A. tourists
20. A. existence
21. A. abroad
22. A. bottle-like

T 1/ LU~

B. guests
B. birth
B. across
B. plate-like

C. aliens
C. success
C. aboard
C. whale-like

D. spacecraft

D. attack
D. along
D. human-like

( 2.5 pts ) (IV, V)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------PART IV. GRAMMAR

( 1.0 pt)

Complete each of the sentences from 23 to 26 so that it has exactly the same
meaning as the original one. Begin with the words given.
Question 23. The great Italian explorer was Christopher Columbus. He
discovered America.

The

It

It

••••••••

t ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

who

II

.
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Question 24. She is a good English speaker.

She speaks.

.

Question 25. Keep your neighborhood clean and you will have an ideal place to
live.
If you
.
Question 26. I suggest organizing a show to raise money.
I suggest that
.

PART V. WRITING ( 1.5 pts )
27. Write an exposition of 100-150 words to say how we can save paper and energy.
Use these prompts:
- have a separate wastebasket for wastepaper.
- keep sheets with single printed page for drafting
- tum off the lights
- prepare food carefully before turning on the stove
- keep refrigerator door closed
_______________________________________________
~1r ----------------------------------------------Thi sinh khong dU(lcsu-d(lng tid Ii?u. Gidm thi khong giai thich gi them.
HQ va ten thi sinh: .

se bao danh:

.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TRAC NGHI~M KHACH QUAN ( 5.5 pts ) (I, II, III)
...

A

,

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PART I. LISTENING CO~PREHE~SI~~
: ( 2 {lts ),
,
(Thi sinh nghe 02 doan ghi am moi doan 02 ldn. Bat aau va ket thuc phdn nghe aeu co nhac. CD
ali duoc ghi au s6 ldn, gidm thi mo may cho chay tu adu t61cu6i khong can tra lui. Giua cac
doan co khoang im /(ing ad thi sinh lam bai)
Listen to the talk two times, then choose the best option ( A, B, C, or D) to answer
each of the questions from 1 to 4: (1.0pt)
Question 1. How many bags should each group take?
A. all
B. 5
C. 4
D. 3
Question 2. Which group to check among the rocks?
A. one
B. two
C. three
D. everyone
Question 3. Mrs Smith will
.
A. collect all the bags
B. take them to the garbage dump
C. help everyone with a map
D. give a picnic lunch
Question 4. Mr Brown is disappointed about
.
A. people having spoiled the area
B. not fmding group's places
C. not eating until the area is clean
D. having to do something about the pollution

Listen to the talk two times, then fill in the blanks with the missing wordsfor the
questions from 5 to 8 (1.0 pt)
Are you looking for a cheap, clean, effective source of power that doesn't cause
pollution or ••••••(5) •••.•• natural resources? Look no further than solar energy
from our sun. At present, ••••••(6) •••••• of our electricity comes from the use of
coal, gas, oil or nuclear power. This power could be provided by the sun. One percent
of the solar energy that reaches the Earth is enough to provide power for the
••••••(7) •••••• population. Many countries are already using solar energy. Solar
panels are placed on the roof of a house and the Sun's energy is used to heat water.
The energy can be ••••••(8) •••••• for a number of days, so on cloudy days you
can use solar energy too.

PART II. GRAMMAR & VOCABULARY: (1.5 pts)
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Choose the best option ( A, B, C, or D) to complete each of the following questions
from 9 to 14:
Question 9. In 1995, a huge earthquake
the city of Kobe in Japan.
A. came
B. fought
C. happened
D. struck
Question 10. I am disappointed
you earlier.
A. about not phoning
B. that I didn't phone
C. with I didn't phone
D. that I wouldn't phone
Question 11. Ba ate a lot of food
he was very hungry.
A. although
B. because
C. so
D. therefore
Question 12. If we go on littering, the environment
.
A. becomes seriously polluting
B. will become seriously polluted
C. become seriously polluted
D. will become seriously polluting
Question 13. The train
the station 20 minutes late.
A. arrived at
B. looked after
C. turned off
D. went on
Question 14. Miss another class
you will fail.
A. and
B. but
C. or
D. so
PART III. READING COMPREHENSION:

(2 pts)

Read the 4 texts about celebrations, then pick out ONE best option ( A, B, C, or D)
to answer each of the questionsfrom 15to 18: (1.0 pt )
When a tropical storm reaches 120 kilometers per hour, it is called a hurricane
in North and South America, a cyclone in Australia, and a typhoon in Asia. The word
"typhoon" comes from Chinese: tai means "big" and feng means "wind", so the word
"typhoon" means "big wind".
It was a beautiful day. The sun shone brightly. The sky was blue and the
weather was perfect. Lan was outside playing with her dog Skippy. All of a sudden
the dog behaved strangely. She kept running around in circles. Lan ran home with her
dog to tell her mother what Skippy had done. Lan's mother - Mrs Quyen- told Lan
that she heard on TV there was a typhoon coming.
Mrs Quyen gathered her family and told them to fmd shelter in the home.
Suddenly the sky became very dark and the storm came with strong winds and heavy
rain. Mrs Quyen and her family were scared but soon the storm finished. Everyone
was glad. What a clever dog Skippy is! She saved Lan from being caught in a
typhoon.
Question 15. What is the best title for the passage?
A. A natural disaster
B. Pet animals
C. A happy family
D. A beautiful day
Question 16. Skippy is the name of ....
A. the girl
B. the mother
C. the storm
D. the dog
Question 17. Before the storm came, the people had been warned well in advance
by ...
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A. the dog's strange behaviors
B. fine weather with blue sky and bright sunshine
C. a big wind that reaches 120 kilometers per hour
D. circles running around in the sky above
Question 18. The family were helped to prevent the harm of the storm by
A. giving good comments on Skippy B. gathering and talking over night
C. watching weather forecast on TV and doing nothing
D. hiding under covers in the home

.

Pick out ONE best option ( A, B, C, or D ) to fill in each of the numbered
from 19 to 22 completing the meaning of the passage: ( 1.0 pt)

blanks

UFOs are strange flying objects that some people report they have seen in the sky and
believed to be ••••••.(19)••.•••• from another planet. Many scientists do not believe so.
They say that if people see a UFO, it might be an aircraft, a weather balloon or a
meteor. However, there is still evidence for people to believe in the •••••••(20)•••••••of
UFOs.
In 1952,there were more than 1,500 UFO sightings around the world.
In 1954, a woman and her children believed they saw a UFO above their house. The
woman said she saw two aliens in the spacecraft.
In 1964, a farmer claimed he saw an egg-shaped object in one of his fields and also
aliens collecting soil samples.
In 1971, two men claimed they were captured by aliens and taken •••••••(21).... ••• a
spacecraft. After being examined by the aliens, the men were freed.
In 1978, a young pilot and his plane disappeared after sighting a UFO. In 1981,
Renato Nicolai, who was living in the south east of France, reported that he saw a
•..••••(22)....... device or a flying disc at a treetop 30 meters away from his garden.
Question
Question
Question
Question
T tr LU~

19. A. spacecraft
20. A. attack
21. A. abroad
22. A. bottle-like

B. guests

B. birth
B. aboard
B. human-like

C. aliens
C. success
C. across
C. whale-like

D. tourists
D. existence
D. along
D. plate-like

( 2.5 pts ) (IV, V)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PART IV. GRAMMAR ( 1.0 pt)

Complete each of the sentences from 23 to 26 so that it has exactly the same
meaning as the original one. Begin with the words given.
Question 23. She is a good English speaker.

She speaks

t •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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1.7

_.

Question 24. The great Italian explorer was Christopher Columbus. He
discovered America.
The
who
.
Question 25. I suggest organizing a show to raise money.
I suggest that
..
Question 26. Keep your neighborhood clean and you will have an ideal place to
live.
If you
.

PART V. WRITING ( 1.5 pts)
27. Write an exposition of 100-150 words to say how we can save paper and energy.
Use these prompts:
- have a separate wastebasket for wastepaper.
- keep sheets with single printed page for drafting
- turn off the lights
- prepare food carefully before turning on the stove
- keep refrigerator door closed
----------------------------------------------Thl sinh khong (/Il(lC su dllng

~1[

-----------------------------------------------

ti,; Ii?u. Giam thj khong giai thich gi them.

HQ va ten thi sinh:

86 bao danh:

.
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(G6m 3 trang)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tir cau 1 - 26: mBi diu 0.25 cti~m
(0.25 x 26 =
6.5 cti~m)

Cau 27 - Bai luan:
TAng cQng:·

1.5 cti~m
8.0 cti~m (chua tinh cti~m noi)

PART I. LISTENING COMPREHENSION:

(2 cti~m)

Cau

Mil ct~ 1

Mil ct~2

Mil ct~3

Mil ct~ 4

1

D
C
C
C

D
C
C
C

B
C
D
A

C
D
D
A

2
3
4
5

WASTE
MOST
TOTAL
STORED

6

7
8

PART II. GRAMMAR & VOCABULARY: (1.5 cti~m)
Cfiu

Mil ct~ 1

Mil ct~2

Mil ct13

Mil ct~ 4

9
10
11
12
13
14

A
A
B
D
B
B

B
A
A
B
D
B

D
B
B
B
A
A

D
A
D
B
B
A

PART III. READING COMPREHENSION: (2 cti~m)
Cau

15
16
17
18
19
20

Mil ct~ 1
C
C
A
C
B
C

Mil ct~2

Mil ct~ 3

Mil ct14

C
D
B
D
A
D

A
D
A
D
A
D

D
A
C
A
D
A
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Cau
21
22

Mad~l
C

Mad~2
A
D

A

Mad~3
B
D

Mad~4
C
B

PART IV. GRAMMAR ( 1.0 di~m)
Mad~ 1
23 She speaks
English well.

Mad~2
She speaks
English well.

Mad~3
She speaks
English well.

24 The great Italian
explorer who
discovered
America was
Christopher
Columbus.
25 I suggest that we
should organize a
show to raise
money.

The great Italian
explorer who
discovered
America was
Christopher
Columbus.
I suggest that we
should organize a
show to raise
money.

The great Italian
explorer who
discovered
America was
Christopher
Columbus.
I suggest that we
should organize a
show to raise
money.

Cfiu

Mad~4
The great Italian
explorer who
discovered
America was
Christopher
Columbus.
She speaks
English well.

If you keep your
neighborhood
clean, you will
have an ideal
[Qlaceto live.
26 If you keep your If you keep your If you keep your I suggest that we
neighborhood
neighborhood
should organize a
neighborhood
clean, you will
clean, you will
clean, you will
show to raise
have an ideal place have an ideal place have an ideal place money.
to live.
to live.
to live.
PART V. WRITING ( 1.5 di~m)
+ Ky thuat: (0,5 diem)
Thi sinh viet diroc mot each hoan chinh, dung va du b6 C\lC theo mfiu cua mQt
exposition: Dam bao du cac thanh phan qui dinh cho mot exposition (introduction,
body, conclusion) (0.25 d). Dung tir chinh xac, phong phu, viet dung ngfr phap, da
dang v~ nr vung va cftu true; cau van mach lac, co yeu t6 lien k~t gitra cac cau van
(0.25 d).
+ Y tU'O'ng: (l,oo diem)
Dap ling dAy du cac
mach lac, hop

IY. Lap

y

dff neu vS nQi dung cua dS bai. Di@ndat troi chay,

luan thuyet phuc ducc ngiroi doc lam sao co the ti~t kiern

gifty va nang hrong,
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GQIY:
Intro
Argu 1
Body
Argu2

Conclu
Luu

We should save paper and energy, but how can we do it?
(0,25 d)
To reduce using paper, we can have a separate wastepaper for
wastepaper. (0,25 d) We can keep sheets with single printed
page for drafting. (0,25 d)
To save energy, we can tum off the lights. (0,25 d)We can
prepare food carefully before turning on the stove. We can
keep refrigerator door closed.(0,25 d)
(0,25 d)

y:

- Tuy theo kha nang vi~t ciia hoc sinh, giam khao co th~ quy~t djnh oi~m trong
pham vi co th~.
( Co th~ theo miu ciia Sach htnrng din), ho~c theo phong each rieng nhirng
phai hop If khfmg qua xa riri chuan.)
- N~u vi~t sai chii o~ ho~c khdng oung loai hinh van xuoi (dang lam tho, oBi
thoai, ... ): khong cho oi~m
- ChAm sat dap an bi~u oi~m.
----------------------------------------------- 1I~1l-----------------------------------------------
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